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Abstract. Influencing the public attitude towards certain topics had
become one of the strongest weapons in today’s information warfare. The
ability to recognize a presence of propaganda in newspaper texts is thus a
treasured phenomenon, which is not directly transferable to algorithmic
analysis.
In the current paper, we present the first steps of the project aiming at
detection and recognition of selected propaganda elements in common
texts. We introduce a developed tool used for annotating designated
manipulative elements in newspaper texts and providing an overview
of complex text characteristics of the underlying corpus data.
The presented Propaganda corpus consists of more that 5,000 newspaper
articles by 4 publishing websites.
Key words: propaganda, manipulative techniques in text, propaganda
corpus, propaganda detection
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Motivation and Introduction

The freedom on the internet allows people with malicious intents to spread
hatred, fake news, alternative truths, misinterpretations which might in turn
instigate extreme nationalism, xenophobia, homophobia, class discrimination
etc.
The work presented in this article is a part of an interdisciplinary project
funded by Masaryk University. The idea of the project is a reaction to the current
issue of politic propaganda of foreign entities via new media and social networks
in Czech Republic. This phenomenon brings new opportunities for methodology,
safety and law research and offers challenges for interdisciplinary research. On
the example of pro-Russian information warfare the project develops methods
of discerning, detecting and analysing of manipulative propaganda techniques
in newspaper texts. Investigations also partly aim at users sharing manipulative
content from the point of their motivation and evaluates security risks for the
Czech Republic.
The collaborating parties include: political scientists from the Faculty of Social
Studies, legal scientists from the Faculty of Law and computer scientists from
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the Natural Language Processing Centre (NLP Centre), Faculty of Informatics
(the authors of this paper).
The task of the NLP Centre group within the project is to develop a system
capable of:
1) regular acquisition of web documents from a list of propaganda websites,
2) providing an annotation tools of the web documents for propaganda experts,
3) advanced search and data statistics acquisition based on the propaganda
corpus data, and
4) developing automatic methods for discerning and classifying unseen web
documents, stylometry for anonymous authorship recognition.
This paper describes the progress in the first two points.

2

Related Works

The information channels based on the World Wide Web environment approach
the public via several basic access points such as the social networks (Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, ...), navigation from preselected news server website (on-line
news sources) or the web search. The polarization of the first two channels is
their inherent property and people expect them to be predisposed, but the web
search is accepted as an objective tool in this respect. However, since the huge
amounts of full text query results have surpassed human processable limits,
the ordering and filtering of the web retrieval results can play a crucial role in
polarizing them. Recent studies [1,2] show, how the topic of propaganda, fake
news and manipulative text influence the current search engine techniques.
Social networks allow the speed-of-light dissemination of any viral kind of
information, making it a perfect Swiss-army knife of possible propaganda and
manipulation. [3] studies the tweeting behavior of Twitter propagandists and
identify four features which can be used for distinguishing ideological tweeters
from neutral users. The social network companies try to fight this situation
using complex AI tools, user grouping rights, or fake news collaborative
marking [4]. After the recent cases of massive propaganda during elections
in several countries (USA, Germany, or France), the social networks employ
community fact-checkers allowing thus a distributed way of manual fake news
fight [5].
The actual propaganda devices and the propaganda model [6] have been
theoretically studied for decades or centuries [7]. Formalizing these human
techniques for computer processing is, however, a complex task possibly
consisting on many subtasks such as the topic change identification [8], rumour
identification and verification [9], or hoaxes and fake news detection [10].
In the following text, we concentrate on the ways of identification of
possible manipulative techniques purely from the underlying text and style
characteristics, without any factual verification.
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The Annotation Scheme

Here we do not describe the annotation rules as it is out of the scope of this
paper. We give a brief overview of attributes which are annotated and need to
be stored in corpus data or in a database.
The following attributes are manually annotated for each document. We
give also examples of values. The first part consists of attributes which can be
assigned to a sequence of words from a document (we call them range attributes):
– location (a town, a country: EU, Česká republika, USA, other country, Rusko,
NATO, Rusko + USA),
– blame (is anyone blamed for something?, boolean),
– labelling (is somebody or something labelled?, boolean),
– argumentation (does the article include arguments in favour or against
something?, boolean),
– emotions (fear, outrage, sympathy, hatred, other, missing),
– demonizing (is something demonized?, boolean),
– relativizing (is something relativized?, boolean),
– fear (boolean),
– fabrication (boolean),
– Russia (how is the Russian Federation depicted?, positive, neutral, negative,
victim, hero, missing),
– genre (news, commentary, interview),
– expert (is an expert mentioned or cited?, boolean),
– politician I–III (the name of a mentioned politician),
– sentiment I–III (negative, neutral, positive, acclaim, hateful, missing),
These attributes are bound to a document as a whole, but the current aim is to
bind them also with the particular words and phrases from the documents to be
able to capture significant correspondences which will be used in the subsequent
machine learning techniques for automatic annotation (see Section 6).
The second group of attributes consists of document-level attributes, which
generally cannot be reflected in concrete phrases of the document:
– topic (migration crisis, domestic policy, international relations/diplomacy, society,
other, energetics, Ukraine conflict, culture, Syria conflict, warfare policy, economics,
conspiracy),
– focus (foreign, domestic, both, indeterminate),
– opinion (does the article states an opinion?, boolean),
– overall sentiment (positive, neutral, negative),
– picture (does the article contain a picture/photo?, boolean),
– video (does the article contain a video, boolean), and
– source (does the article mention or cite a source?, boolean).
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Fig. 1. Advanced full-text search entry form with two selected attributes of
“Argumentace” (argumentation) and “Obsažené emoce” (present emotions) with the
values of “ano” (yes) and “rozhořčení” (outrage).

4

The Propaganda Corpus

In the first phase, we were provided with a list of processed web document
annotations prepared by experts. We have downloaded all the referenced
documents and extracted, using templates specific for each of the four servers,
the texts of the articles and additional metadata – the document title, text of
the leading article, date of publication, and, where possible, the author of the
document.
Contrary to our expectations, the format of the pages is not stable in time
and the templates needed to be updated for every new batch of articles. The
changes consisted of different nesting of the elements and their identifiers, some
of the text could not be discovered using the old template and conversely, some
unwanted boilerplate would be included.
The extracted text was then tokenized using unitok [11] and morphologically
annotated using majka [12] and desamb [13].

5

The Annotation Editor

The editor is designed as a server-client application ready-to-use without
installation via standard web browser. The server part is written using a Python
web library bottle.py1 , the client part uses the jQuery2 and Bootstrap3 libraries.
1
2
3

bottlepy.org
jquery.org
bootstrap.org
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Fig. 2. Example search result

5.1

The Server Side

The documents are stored in so-called vertical format4 where the main structure
“<doc>” contains the structure attributes corresponding to the annotation scheme.
Only a few extra attributes are processed automatically and added to the
metadata, namely the second level web domain, top level domain, document
word count, original URL and the date of publication (if available on the
webpage).
The data is indexed by the modular corpus manager manatee [14] which
allows fast full-text search within the documents.
The annotation data which comes from the client during manual annotation
is stored in a separate SQLite database. The document and range attribute
annotations are stored separately.
The HTTP API is maintained by a Python HTTP server provided by the bottle
library. It can serve either JSON outputs or HTML responses generated by a
template engine which is a part of the library.
4

https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/documentation/preparing-corpus-text/
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Fig. 3. Annotation of range attributes, the highlighting

5.2

The Client Side

The client serves as the central point of all operations related to the processing
of the corpus data:
1) basic and advanced full-text search,
2) viewing of documents with their metadata, and
3) annotation of document and range attributes.
The simple search operation accessible on every page (in the top bar) can be
used for searching a word or a phrase. What is important is that not just the
exact word or phrase is searched for but also their other word forms. E.g. for
query “Putin” the system will retrieve documents containing the word in other
cases (useful especially for morphologically-rich languages as Czech).
The advanced search allows to combine this full-text search with querying
the metadata annotated in the documents. Each attribute from the annotation
schema can be used together with a particular value which narrows the results of
such a search. Figure 1 shows an example advanced query specification with two
attributes “Argumentace”—argumentation and “Obsažené emoce”—present emotions
with two particular values “ano”—yes and “rozhořčení”—outrage, respectively.
An example of search results is shown in Figure 2.
Any document from the corpus (accessible through the search results or from
a preassigned list denoted by the user name) can be viewed together with its
annotations. When viewing the document, it is possible to directly annotate
both range and document attributes. Once logged in (the editor does not allow
anonymous editors to save any annotations), the document attributes can be
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Fig. 4. Visualization of annotated ranges in documents.
annotated by selecting them in the right hand table containing all attributes and
their values (together with the immutable attributes like URL, date etc.).
The range attributes can be annotated once a phrase selection (range) is
highlighted: by clicking on first word of a sequence and then on the last word
of the sequence, the range is highlighted and a value can be set to a particular
attribute in the highlighted part of the metadata table. An example of this
operation can be seen in Figure 3.
When viewing documents, badges are shown next to the annotated attributes
and a user can open the appropriate ranges with values by clicking the badges.
The annotated ranges can be easily removed (see Figure 4).

6

Future Development and Conclusions

With the first version of the editor developed, the new (and possibly also
the previous annotations) can express the manipulative features with precise
references on word level which will provide valuable data for a) exact
specification of the particular subtasks, such as the identification of the
propagandistic phenomena in texts, and b) training automatic methods: features
from attributes, their values and words within annotated ranges will be extracted
and used within selected machine learning techniques. This will allow the next
version of the system to be able to pre-annotate the document-level and wordlevel attributes so annotators have them at the disposal to verify and/or amend
them.
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